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Uh-60m aircrew training manual

The Bureau of the National Guard (NBB) established the Western Army Training Centre (WAATS) on 1 October 1986 to provide the Army with flexibility for both compliments and for supplementation with institutional training conducted at Fort Racker Training at WAATS in an area that is
ideal for environmental training and qualification courses. WAATS proximity to an army-owned four-lane towering stage-field, numerous Grade C, D and G airports, and semi-mountainous tactical flight training areas allow our instructors to maximize their learning efforts on student
performance without the usual distractions or wasted on the way of time. Traffic of the corridor and associated radio calls are absolutely minimal. The proximity of our training ground to the Barry M. Goldwater range complex and its limited airspace means that WAATS is well positioned for
future training requirements, which may include aerial artillery or unmanned aerial systems. Our staff of highly qualified and experienced instructor pilots has an average of 3,200 hours and has one of the highest safety rates in military flight training. Provides the student with the necessary
skills and knowledge necessary to achieve pilot qualifications in a UH-60 helicopter. Includes training in mental and physical skills required to perform pilot duties through training in aircraft systems, navigation and command instrument systems, combat skills, flight training, flight planning
and safety. Aviators that have a night vision device (NVD) qualified will qualify for NVD in UH-60. Non-NVD aviators will receive NVD introduction based on qualifications. It would be useful to pre-examine the limitations of Chapter 5 UH-60A, Chapter 8 procedures, as well as notes, warnings
and warnings, and Chapter 9 emergency procedures. Course programs, including student handouts, PowerPoint presentations and additional tutorials, can be accessed by: top course consists of flight and academic flight theory instructions, basics instruction, crew training, rules, safety,
automatic flight control system, electric train, hydraulic and electrical systems, fault analysis and night scientists; methods of training contact manoeuvres, night vision tactics and maneuvers, double and single operations, and emergency procedures. TOP NRCM/Standard Instructor Course
trains UH-60 Unclassified Crew Members (NRMCs) to become flight instructors (FIs). This course lasts 4 weeks and 4 days and consists of both academic and flight training. Classroom training includes aviation systems, basics and training methods, exam development, crew training (ATP),
ALSE, ACT instructor qualifications, night vision subjects and Items. During the day's flight training, students are trained and evaluated on their ability to instruct academic topics outlined in the ATM Academic Topics Catalog (ACAT). On the plane, the student will have to perform, instruct
and evaluate all ATM assignments selected for training. During night flight training, Student FIs are trained and evaluated on their ability to conduct ANK apart flight standardization to the standard IAW TC 3-04.11 and ATM. NRCM FI/SI graduates are ready to manage and implement the
FI/SI COMMAND. They will also be able to effectively train and evaluate the NRC. Course Manager Contact: Comm 520-750-5637, DSN 853-5637. Link to study the material and reach back: . TOP This course is designed to provide the student with the necessary skills and knowledge
needed to achieve pilot qualifications in a light helicopter utility (LUH). Training includes physical and mental skills and knowledge goals for rotary wing flight maneuvers, emergency procedures, flight planning, flight instrumentation, and safety factors relevant to the aircraft. Aviators that are
not nvd-qualified will qualify for THE NVD. NVD qualified aviators will receive NVD qualifications at LUH. The TOP Course consists of flights and academic training in day/night/NVD, VFR and IFR tasks to include pre-flight, basic flight, approach/landing, emergency tasks, tactical operations,
and post-flight operations. The practical application of flight instructions and methods is also included; academic training and practical application of LUH aviation systems and maintenance items. Enough knowledge is obtained so that graduates can teach/evaluate basic and tactical flight
and academic subjects. TOP Active Army and Reserve Component (RC) has instructed officers, warrant officers, Army Department of Civilians, and individual contractors qualified in light helicopter utility (LUH). Must have a minimum of 500 hours of pilot time in the category of aircraft, of
which 250 hours must be in aircraft type/design, and logged 50 hours as a PC in the type of aircraft/design. Must have the current qualification of the instrument. Must have completed the LUH aircraft qualifications in addition to other helicopter qualifications. Active IP addresses components
had to complete at least one round of use as an IP in their main aircraft before switching to LUH. TOP Enlisted Flight Instructor Course (EFIC) prepares UH-72 Unevalued Crew Members (NRCMs) to become Flight Instructors (FIs). This course lasts 4 weeks and consists of both academic
and flight training. Classroom training includes aviation basics of training and training methods, exam development, crew training program (ATP), (ATP), ACT Instructor qualifications, night vision topics and aeromedical topics. During the day's flight training, students are trained and
evaluated on their ability to instruct academic topics outlined in the ATM Academic Topics Catalog (ACAT). On the plane, the student will have to perform, instruct and evaluate all ATM assignments selected for training. During night flight training, SFIs are trained and evaluated on their
ability to conduct an APART flight standardization assessment to the standard IAW TC 3-04.11 and ATM. EFIC graduates are ready to manage and implement the ATP Commander as a FI/SI. They will also be able to effectively train and evaluate NRCMs. Contact course manager: Comm
520-750-5609, DSN 853-5609. Link to study the material and reach back: . TOP International Military Student Bureau (IMSO) on the Western Army National Guard Aviation Training Site (WAATS), the construction of the L4500 - IMSO is dedicated to providing excellent training and
assistance to foreign military students (IMS) attending training at WAATS. IMS can expect high quality training from professional and respectful staff. The MSM will receive the same level of military courtesy that turns out to be their American fellow servicemen of equal rank. U.S. State
Department officials work with foreign governments, and Defense Department officials work with the international military to develop training programs that meet U.S. foreign policy goals and are useful to them. Students from countries such as Bahrain, Egypt, Greece, Germany, Israel,
Norway, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, Sweden - just to name a few - go through our doors to participate in the various aviation courses offered by WAATS. Students participate in formal training, including UH-60 and UH-72 Aviator qualification course, instructor pilot course, maintenance test
pilot course, and flight simulation training. IMS can also participate in orientation tours throughout the year in support of U.S. national security interests. While at WAATS, IMS reports to IMSO on any routine issues related to pay, administrative and medical care, accommodation and
assistance with their course or instructors. In addition, IMS reports to IMSO for field training programs (FSP) tours based on the length of their course and depending on the amount of time allowed by the course requirements. Student arrival/departure: 1. Airport. Students traveling to WAATS



by air must fly to Tucson or Phoenix, Arizona airports. A representative of the International Military Student Office (IMSO) can meet with students at the airport on request. Students must inform IMSO about the time of arrival, date and number of the flight. Students should do their best arrive
during time Hours: Monday to Friday, 7 a.m. to 4 p.m. Students must notify IMSO of any changes to the flight route. 2. Private vehicle. Students arriving at WAATS by private vehicle must report to IMSO, 22440 E. Pinal Air Park Road, L4500 Building, during hours of service. After duty,
students report to the main gate to perform assignments indoors and then report to IMSO, in uniform, the next business day at 8:00 a.m. Mail: All international student mail should be addressed to IMSO. The student's surname should be in large letters BLOCK. An example of a properly
addressed envelope is: International Military Student Office 22440 E. Pinal Air Park Road Silverbell Army Heliport, L4500 Marana Building, Arizona 85653-9598 U.S. Contacts: IMSO: 520-750-5546/5549 After an hour of emergency contact: 520-609-2336 TOP This website is the official
website of the East ARNG Aviation Training Site provided as a public service by the INFORMATION Management Office OF EAATS, Information provided on this website is considered public information by the National Guard and the Ministry of Defence Technical Information Centre. The
appropriate byline/photo/image credits are requested. To manage the site, the information is collected for statistical purposes. This website uses programs to create summary statistics that are used for purposes such as assessing which information is the most and least important, identifying
technical design specifications, and determining system performance or problem areas. For site security purposes and to ensure that this service remains accessible to all users, this website uses programs to monitor network traffic to detect unauthorized attempts to download or alter
information, or otherwise cause damage. With the exception of authorized law enforcement investigations, there are no other attempts to identify individual users or their use habits. Raw data logs are used for any other purpose and are scheduled for regular destruction in accordance with
the National Archives and General Planning Administration reports. presented here, please on our email: webmasters for more information. Web policy policies
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